MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (ATTN: ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE) COMMANDER, UNITED STATES TRANSPORTATION COMMAND (ATTN: ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE) COMMANDER, UNITED STATES CYBER COMMAND (ATTN: ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE) INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (PROCUREMENT) DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (ACQUISITION & PROCUREMENT) DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (CONTRACTING) DIRECTORS, DEFENSE AGENCIES DIRECTORS, DEFENSE FIELD ACTIVITIES

SUBJECT: Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment 6.0.0 Release

This memorandum announces the Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment (PIEE) 6.0.0 release deployed June 24, 2019. This release impacts the following enterprise-wide capabilities:

- **Electronic Document Access (EDA).** The EDA system has been rebranded as the Electronic Data Access (EDA) module of PIEE and is the enterprise-wide source for electronic distribution of contract documents and contract data per DFARS 204.270. EDA is a technical refresh for this 20 year old system. Basic functionality within EDA remains the same, however, the underlying technology for the user interface and for reporting and storage have been upgraded.

- **Contracting Officer Representative Tracking (CORT) Tool** has been reengineered into two modules that meets the requirements of DFARS 201.602-2, PGI 201.602-2, DoDI 5000.72 and DoD COR Handbook.
  - **Joint Appointment Module (JAM)** is the enterprise-wide module for executing the nomination and appointment functions in a web-based application designed to improve management of official appointments impacting enterprise-wide procurement systems and procurement related appointments.
  - **Surveillance and Performance Monitoring (SPM)** is the enterprise-wide module for executing COR monitoring functions in a web-based application that facilitates management, oversight, surveillance, and performance monitoring of service contracts. Access to both applications is granted through SPM.

Also included in the PIEE 6.0.0 release is the enhancement for Government Purchase Cardholder (GPC) roles to be available for nomination and appointment in JAM. Please
reference Smart Pay® 3 Transition Memorandum #6 and #10 for additional information at the following link: https://www.aeo.osd.mil/dpap/policy/policyvault/USA000098-19-DPC.pdf

Specific training for these three enhancements can be found on the PIEE Web Based Training at the following links:

EDA: https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/eda/index.xhtml
SPM: https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/spm/index.xhtml
JAM: https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/jam/index.xhtml

Detailed information for the PIEE 6.0.0 release content can be found at the following link: https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/portal/overview/whatsnew6.0.0.xhtml.

Questions and comments can be routed to the action officers below:
EDA: Mr. Bruce Propert, David.B.Propert2.civ@mail.mil or 703-697-4384
JAM and SPM: Ms. Mae Bartley, Mae.K.Bartley.civ@mail.mil or 703-697-4420
GPC: Ms. Denise Reich, Denise.A.Reich.civ@mail.mil or 703-697-4404
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